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Abstract:
Objective: We aimed in this analysis to predict the virologic activities in patients with chronic hepatitis C through diagnosis by
sofosbuvir and daclatasvir as compared to sofosbuvir and ribavirin in tertiary care hospital.
Study Design: A potential comparative type of analysis
Place and Duration: This analysis was processed at gastroenterology department in Services Hospital, Lahore for the period of
one year started from November, 2017 to October, 2018.
Methodology: Total of 107 patients of chronic hepatitis C virus with predicted HCV RNA through PCR were treated having age
limit from 18 years to 60 years of every gender were enrolled. the separation of all patients was made into two groups in
association with diagnosis as in Group A the patients were diagnosed through sofosbuvir in addition of daclatasvir and in group
B the patients were treated through sofosbuvir in addition of ribazole. To calculate the viral evaluations the PCR for HCV RNA
relative to quantity was processed at the accomplishment of 4th week of RVR, 12th week of EVR, 24th week of ETR and after 24
weeks of SVR accomplishment of diagnosis. Total patients were not observed through the diagnosis and progressed no
complexity in accordance with conventional procedures which directs the stoppage of diagnosis were sorted out of the analysis.
Total details were stated on the written agreement form.
Results: Patients with number of 107 were enrolled with average age of 36.46 ± 11.34 years. Female patients were observed as
maximum in number with the percentage of 58.9 %. Patients treated through sofosbuvir in addition of daclatasvir and patients
which were treated through sofosbuvir in addition of ribazole were having percentage of 80.4 % and 19.6 % respectively.
Sustained viral response, rapid viral load response, early viral load response and end treatment response abbreviated as SVR,
RVR, EVR and ETR were instantly mostly kept in Group A in matching with Group B where value of P was 0.004, 0.020, 0.020
and 0.004 accordingly. 18 patients out of 21 patients were kept out in group B. In the average of viral load, no instant variation
was observed in the two groups after the accomplishment of diagnosis where the value of P was 0.628.
Conclusion: It is gained from this analysis that the two diagnoses presented good effectiveness but diagnosis by sofosbuvir in
addition of daclatasvir kept most definite Rapid viral response (RVR), Sustained Viral Response (SVR), End treatment response
(ETR) and Early viral response (EVR) as a matching with sofosbuvir in addition of ribazole.
Keywords: Sofosbuvir in addition of Ribazole, Sofosbuvir in addition of Daclatasvir, Chronic HCV.
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INTRODUCTION:
The present observation advised that almost 180
million persons in the world are having infections of
hepatitis C Virus (HCV) with the maximum values of
frequency in Asia and Africa [1,2]. Annually 4
million new diseases take place and above than
3,50,000 persons go to death from liver ailment in
association with HCV each year according to the
World Health Organization (WHO). Past analysis
shown that near about 3 to 4 million persons are
freshly diseased every year as an outcome in an
approximated death of 3.50,000 per year. The 2nd
maximum patient volume is found in Pakistan [3,4].
The basic diagnosis of hepatitis C was a mixture of
pegylated interferon alfa and ribavirin for 48 weeks
of genotype 1 and for genotype 2 and 3 of 24 weeks
since most previous period. The stoppage of
diagnosis was endurable expected due to partial
usage because of reactions and reason to use a certain
treatment as well as due to unusual sustained viral
response value [4, 5, 6]. The standard of keen for
diagnosing the endurable HCV disease is obtained as
an oral mixture of Direct-acting antivirals (DAAs)
[7,8]. Values of sustained viral responses at after
medication 12th week (SVR12) getting above than
percentage of 90.0 % were stated for various
medicine mixtures in the clinical treatments by safety
profiles greater than those of peginterferon in
accordance with schedules. Although, the affiliated
medical states can unfavorably react to the healing
reactions and make complexities in the clarification
of outcomes and advanced liver ailment. Therefore,
the patients of such states are mostly under-estimated
in clinical treatments and ailment conditions
evaluated in clinical diagnosis can vary in significant
methods from those gotten verification in
insignificant treatments. Programs on the bases of
population give a significant balance to verify
analyses through the provision of extra details
relating to the useful profile and healing hazard of a
fresh treatment in a bigger number of people [9]. It is
stated that total oral direct-acting intervals (DAAs)
usefully medicate the Chronic Hepatitis C Virus
disease (HCV) but the complexities and response of
various treatments fluctuate. Clearance of virus was
accomplished through various schedules that were
similar according to statistics. But better SVR values
were obtained by 3 times of medicine and sofosbuvir
with daclatasvir mixture and most probabilities of
failure of an organ especially liver as compared to
sofosbuvir and ribavirin mixture [10]. Unpassable
details are existing in the history of EVR and RVR of
patients which were diagnosed with sofosbuvir in
addition of daclatasvir along ribavirin or in absence
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of ribavirin. Through analysis in accordance with the
peg-interferon were maximum matched with EVR
and RVR. So, this analysis was processed.
METHODOLOGY:
Total patients of chronic hepatitis C virus with
predicted HCV RNA through PCR were treated
having age limit from 18 years to 60 years of every
gender were enrolled. the separation of all patients
was made into two groups in association with
diagnosis as in Group A the patients were diagnosed
through sofosbuvir in addition of daclatasvir and in
group B the patients were treated through sofosbuvir
in addition of ribazole. To calculate the viral
evaluations the PCR for HCV RNA relative to
quantity was processed at the accomplishment of 4th
week of RVR, 12th week of EVR, 24th week of ETR
and after 24 weeks of SVR accomplishment of
diagnosis. Total patients were not observed through
the diagnosis and progressed no complexity in
accordance with conventional procedures which
directs the stoppage of diagnosis were sorted out of
the analysis. Total details were stated on the written
agreement form. Total patients with co-infection of
HBV, CTP score more than 9.0, pregnant and
lactating women, haemochromatosis, HCC, Wilson’s
ailment, eGFR less than 30.0 ml per minute, known
infarctions of ribavirin or sofosbuvir, auto-immune
hepatitis and depressive disease uncontrolled on
diagnosis were not included. CBC and LFT were
observed at 2nd week and then each 4 weeks
contingent to the outcomes. The patients with
specific treatment schedules were sorted in this
analysis and the details of taking part cases were
gotten through the inclusive distinct records of
patients taken as a routine method and was enrolled
in the progressed checklists for analysis differences
of every analyzed patient. Information was entered in
SPSS 20. Average and the Standard deviation SD
was evaluated for the differences based on quantity as
age. Percentage and ratio were evaluated for
category-based information as ratio of hepatitis D
virus, qualification and gender. For the matching of
ratio of HDV with qualification, age groups and
gender, the Chi square examination was processed
where the value of P was minimum than 0.05 though
to be definite.
RESULTS:
Patients with number of 107 were enrolled with
average age of 36.46 ± 11.34 years. Female patients
were observed as maximum in number with the
percentage of 58.9 % and male patients with the
percentage of 41.1 %.
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Table No 01: Gender distribution
Gender Quantity Percentage
Male
44
41.12%
Female
63
58.88%

GENDER DISTRIBUTION
Male
41%
Female
59%

According to category the most usual group of age
was 18 years to 30 years and 31 years to 40 years
with respective percentage of 35.5 % and 31.8 %.

Whereas, patients observed with the age of 41 years
to 50 years and age more than 50 years with the
percentage of 23.4 % and 9.3 % respectively.

Table No 02: Age Wise Group distribution
Age Groups
Quantity
Percentage
18-30 Years

38

35.51%

31-40 Years

34

31.78%

41-50 Years

25

23.36%

> 50

10

09.35%

AGE GROUPS
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

38
34
25

10

18-30
Years

31-40
Years

41-50
Years

> 50

Most of the patients were observed with normal BMI, overweight and obese with the percentage of 82.2 %, 13.1 %
and 1.9 % respectively whereas underweight patients were 2.8 % as per BMI of these patients.
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Table No 03: BMI Statistics of the patients
BMI

Quantity

Percentage

Normal

88

82.24%

Overweight

14

13.08%

Obese

02

01.87%

Underweight

03

02.81%

BMI STATISTICS
100

100.00%

88
82.24%

80

80.00%

60

60.00%

40

40.00%
14 13.08%

20

2

3

1.87%

2.81%

0

20.00%
0.00%

Normal

Overweight

Obese

Quantity

Underweight

Percentage

Patients with number of 11 were cirrhotic and the maximum strength was non-cirrhotic with the percentage of 89.7
%.

Table No 04: Cirrhosis Statistics of the patients
Cirrhosis

Quantity

Percentage

Cirrhotic

96

89.72%

Non- Cirrhotic

11

10.28%

CIRRHOSIS STATISTICS
120
100

96

89.72%

80

60
40
20

11

10.28%

0
Quantity
Cirrhotic

Patients treated through sofosbuvir in addition of
daclatasvir and patients which were treated through
sofosbuvir in addition of ribazole were having
percentage of 80.4 % and 19.6 % respectively.
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Percentage
Non- Cirrhotic

Sustained viral response, rapid viral load response,
early viral load response and end treatment response
abbreviated as SVR, RVR, EVR and ETR were
instantly mostly kept in Group A in matching with
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Group B where value of P was 0.004, 0.020, 0.020
and 0.004 accordingly. 18 patients out of 21 patients
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were kept out in group B. Details are shown below in
tabular form.

Table No 05: Virological Response According to a Regimen of Treatment
Treatment regimen
PViral Response
Sofosbuvir and Declacavir Sofosbuvir and Ribazole value
Rapid viral load response (RVR)
Achieved
84
18
Not Achieved
02
03
0.020
Total
86
21
Early viral load response (EVR)
Achieved
84
18
Not Achieved
02
03
0.020
Total
86
21
End treatment response (ETR)
Achieved
84
18
Not Achieved
02
03
0.004
Total
86
21
Sustained viral response (SVR)
Achieved
84
18
Not Achieved
02
03
0.004
Total
86
21
In this analysis no definite variation was observed in
the average of viral load in two groups after the
accomplishment of diagnosis as average viral load of
Group A having sofosbuvir in addition of daclatasvir
and average of viral load in Group B having

sofosbuvir in addition of ribazole was 972.31 ± 185
and 120.40 ± 135.6 respectively where the value of P
was 0.628.

Table No 06: Patients Distribution According to Viral After Complete Treatment
Treatment regimen
Sofosbuvir and Declacavir

Quantity

Mean±SD

86

972.31±185.2

P-value

0.628
Sofosbuvir and Ribazole
DISCUSSION:
Sofosbuvir diagnosis shows the 1st method to the
fresh mode of diagnosis of chronic Hepatitis C
patients, unless it is 1st verified direct acting antiviral
representatives with the huge inherent blockage and
strong action in contradiction of total HCV genotypes
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21

120.40±135.6
[11, 12]. Number of 107 patients were diagnosed
moderately by sofosbuvir in addition of daclatasvir
and sofosbuvir in addition of ribazole in this analysis.
Twice groups presented good effectiveness but
patients of Group A presented the definite
accomplishment of rapid viral response (RVR), Early
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viral load response (EVR), Sustained viral response
(SVR) and End treatment response (ETR) as a
matching of Group B where the values of P were
0.020, 0.020, 0.040 and 0.040 accordingly. Kutala
BK et al stated that the mixture of SOF in addition of
DCV presented most effectiveness as a matching of
SOF in addition of RBV where the value of P is
0.035. the average age of the patients was average in
addition of standard deviation equal to 36.46 ± 11.34
years in this analysis and according to types most
usual group of age was 18 year to 30 years with the
percentage of 35.5 % and 31 to 40 years with the
percentage of 31.8 % [13]. Number of males and
females out of all was 296 and 286 with the
percentage of 50.9 % and 49.1 % respectively where
the value of P was 0.22 stated in an else analysis by
Umar M et al [14]. Average age of all participated
patients was 40.43 ± 9.622 years. While conflictingly
we observed female patients as maximum in number
than male patients with the percentage of 58.9 % than
41.1 % respectively. The average age was 49.4 ± 12.1
by males and female patients with frequency of 1.1
with the number of 114 out of 102 stated by an else
analysis of Sarwar S et al [15].
In this analysis on the valuation of viral response in
according with schedule of diagnosis RVR was
gained in twice groups and most gotten definite in
group A as matching with group B where the value of
P was 0.020. In this analysis Early load EVR was
almost accomplished through many patients while
definite maximum in the Group A as matching with
Group B where the value of P was 0.020. no more
information is existing in the history of EVR and
RVR of those patients who were diagnosed by
sofosbuvir in addition of daclatasvir along ribavirin
and in absence of ribavirin. EVR and RVR mostly
matched in analysis based on peg-interferon as
Mangia et al and Delgard et al presenting maximum
RVR in overall number of people with the percentage
of 31.0 % to 100.0 % and PPV limiting between 69.0
% to 100.0 % [16,17]. These all analyzations were
conducted based on peg-interferon diagnosis to all
genotypes distinctly. End treatment response (ETR)
accomplished by group A with the number of 85
patients out of 86 patients and just 1 case did not
accomplish whereas number of 18 patients
accomplished in Group B out of number of 21
patients where the value of P was 0.004 in the present
analysis. On the either side in the analysis by
Siddique MS et al stated that patients diagnosed by
sofosbuvir have presented maximum outcomes with
the percentage of 99.5 % accomplishment of RVR,
99.0 % of ETR of diagnosed Patients and 98.5 % of
SVR of patients [18]. Maximum values of SVR in
patients diagnosed through non-interferon mixtures in
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genotypes 1 and 2 especially by excellent secure
profile and useful results and absence of resistance in
cirrhotic and non-cirrhotic were presented by else
analysis [19].
In this analysis sustained viral response was almost
definitely accomplished by the group A patients such
as 85 out of 86 patients and in Group B 18 out of 21
patients. Same like in the analysis of El-Khayat et al
stated that sustained viral response at 12 weeks after
the completion of diagnosis (SVR12) value was with
the percentage of 92.0 % in negative cirrhotic cases
and with the percentage of 87.0 % in patients which
were diagnosed before [20]. In our analysis SVR with
the percentage of 98.7 % that is maximum as
matching to other printed analysis, it might be due to
in our analysis decompensated cirrhotic cases were
excluded. Similar observations were gotten in the
analysis of Omar H et al stated that total 95.1 %
gained the SVR12 where percentage of 95.4 %
between patients diagnosed in absence of RBV and
percentage of 94.7 % of patients diagnose in presence
of RBV where the value of P was 0.32 [21]. On the
other side, Welzel TM et al stated that out of total,
SVR12 was attained by 91.2 %, sorting in percentage
of 92.0 % of cases diagnosed through DCV in
addition of SOF and 89.0 % of patients diagnosed
through DCV in addition of combination of SOF and
RBV [22]. Shiha G et al stated that SVR12 was
accomplished in the patients with the percentage of
96.6% getting 12 weeks of DCV in addition of SOF
diagnosis, in patients with the percentage of 95.7 %
getting 12 weeks of diagnosis of DCV in addition of
combination of SOF and RBV as well as SVR12
value was maximum in non-cirrhotic patients getting
DCV in addition of SOF just for 12 weeks or 24
weeks.
CONCLUSION:
It is gained from this analysis that the two diagnoses
presented good effectiveness but diagnosis by
sofosbuvir in addition of daclatasvir kept most
definite Rapid viral response (RVR), Sustained Viral
Response (SVR), End treatment response (ETR) and
Early viral response (EVR) as a matching with
sofosbuvir in addition of ribazole. Whereas no
definite variation was the average of viral load in the
two groups.
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